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ALBARIÑO LAXAS 
 
Wine Making 
Following an optimum blooming after a dry, mild 
winter, the light August rains delayed the 
intermediate stage of ripening. A September with no 
rainfall led to a perfect, balanced final growth of the 
grape. 
 
Starting from perfectly ripe grapes in their ideal 
state, exclusively from the sub-area of the Condado 
del Tea, meticulous pressing gives an excellent 
quality must. 
 
Fermentation of the alcohol takes place in stainless 
steel vats, at a controlled temperature of 18ºC; 
when fully fermented, all the wines are decanted to 
separate the dregs, followed by the “coupage” of the 
various vats. The wine is then stabilized by applying 
cold, filtered and bottled, after passing through a 
microbe-free filter process to ensure that the wine is 
preserved in the bottle in perfect condition. 
 
Wine-tasting 
Clear, brilliant wine, straw yellow coloured with 
green nuances. An intense aroma on the nose, 
perfectly combining the fruity and floral notes, 
particularly apple and stoned fruit (apricot). 
Freshness on the palate typical of Albariño, with a 
touch of acidity perfectly balanced with the structure 
and body of this wine. Meaty, sweet with a glyceric 
finish. 
 
Analysis 
Alcohol content    12,5 % vol. 
Total Acidity     5,8 grs./L 
Volatil Acidity     0,36 grs./L 
Reducing Sugars    1,2 grs./L 
Free Sulphur     30 mgs./L 
Total Sulphur     87 mgs./L 
Serving Temperature    9ºC/12ºC 
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Recent mentions: 
 

 

“Intense, with tropical fruits aromas like 
mango and passion fruit, together with 
notes of white flowers, vine leaf and 
saline background. In the mouth it is 
fresh, it maintains the saline point, easy 
and citrus drink, very good acidity and a 
long finish. Consumption: one to two 
years”. 
 
Rated: 92/100 
 
Guía Vivir el Vino 2017 
 

 
 

“Steely straw. Medium intensity, aromas 
of pineapple, lychees, grapefruit, spring 
water, balsamic and mineral touches. 
Balanced, with some greasiness in its 
passage, sensations of loquat, saturn 
peach, pickled tips, white flowers and nice 
salty touches”. 
 
Rated:  89/100 
 
Guía Gourmets 2017  

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
“Bright straw color. Varietal aroma, 
expressive, ripe fruit, floral. Fresh, tasty 
mouth, good acidity, fine bitterness”. 
 
Rated: 91/100. 
 
Five Stars quality/price 
 
Guía Peñín de los Vinos de España 2017 
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“Medium straw-colored, with a slight 
amber tint. It gives up a pleasing 
perfume of mineral, baking spices, 
lemmon and other citrus notes. 
Medium-bodied, it reveals excelnt 
deph, some richness, savory fruit and 
lenghty finish. Drink it over the next 3 
years”. 
 
Rated:  89/100 Robert Parker 
 
The Wine Advocate. January, 2011 

 

 
 
 
 

 

““This white is broad and dense, 
delivering pear, melon and tarragon 
flavors, with leesy and briny notes, 
supported by firm, smoky acidity. 
Balanced, bold and rich. Drink now 
thrugh 2020. 25,000 cases made.” 
 
Scored: 90/100 
 
The Wine Spectator. August, 2017 

 
 
 

 

“Stony lime aromas are lightly floral 
and appealing. This feels smooth and 
slightly round despite showing firm 
acidity. Nectarine and melon flavors 
end with lasting minerality and a 
stone-fruit character. As per usual, As 
Laxas doesn't disappoint”. 
 
Rated: 91/100 
 
Wine Enthusiast, January, 2016 
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“Youthfully bright with lemon and peach 
notes, this has a darker tone of flinty 
reduction. That edge of flint firms up the 
unctuous texture”. 
 
Rated: 91/100 
 
Wine & Spirits Magazine  
 
 
 
 
“Light, bright yellow. Intense, high 
perfumed citrus and orchard fruit scents 
are complicated by white pepper, chalky 
minerals and jasmine. Concentrated yet 
lithe and precise, offering bitter pear skin, 
orange zest and honeysuckle flavors that 
flesh out with air. Shows excellent focus 
and cut on a long, incisive finish that 
leaves dusty mineral and floral notes 
behind”. 
 
Rated: 90/100 
 
Vinous by Antonio Galloni, Jan. 2016 


